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have become so Ilxccl that their imaglllalions
tend to rUIl willi when difficultje~ occur, es~

. Dr.

pecially with other people. Becau,e they have so
milch difficlllly wilh othe,s, they often lend to
wilhdmw - and the more they withdraw, the
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more their idle minds latch onto crazy notions,
which call first scare them, und, from their resullnut behavior, scare those around them.
Al'cording to this approach, medicution, lisen
judiciollsly and for very limited periods, can be

This M~nth ill mental health's informative interview wIth Drs. Kline and SachaI' presented
the u.sual concept of schizophrenia: a mysterious
condItion, which can be helped hut not cured
wIth medication its most important treatment
modality, and with important biological and
genetic causes which we are on the threshold of
un~erstandi~g definitively - a threshold upon
whIch ps~chlatry has been poised for at least 50
years. Commonly accepted conoepta are not

"aluable hy reducing the wild, panicky oscillalinns of thinking and hehavinr which would
otherwise occur -

patient's emotional responses, pleasurable as

well as painful. While he does not cry and yell so
much, he does not laugh so much either.

necessarily true, however; for miJlenia, it was

commonly accepted that the earth was flat and
that some people were tainted with a mysterious
mark of the soul, visible only to trained witch
hunters.
.
I would like to offer a min'ority view, based on
over 30 years of direct, continuous patient care
responsibilities, during the lust nine months of

Which, since I retired, I have had the direct
responsibility, half-time at a Creedmoor aftercare. clinic,

for examining,

reviewing and

t,eatmg chronic patients: the sickest patients
there are.

Dr. Karl Menninger is the father of the view
presented here: the unitary concept of mental illness. Unlike the common concept, it does
not see

individuals called schizophrenic

88

basically different biologically, and from the
viewpoint of health, as inferior, to the rest of us.
The work at Creedmoor has, hOlYever, produced
some new elaborations of his ideas, particularly
fro~ the viewpoint of treatment, which will be
outlmed here.
l\'Jenninger's

view is,

very

simply,

that

schizophrenia is nothing but panicky disJi"unctional impuirment, such 8S

org~niz8tion.

bram damage or even retardation, makes an in-

dividual more vulnerable to such disorganizat ion; hence the higher statislical incidence of
.such conditions in schizophrE:nia.

All of LIS have had the experience of suddenly
becoming so frightened we were unable to think
or even of having crazy ideas under such circumstances. Many of us have been unable to
think abollt particular subjects or events for
decades because of the intense pain or fear attached to them. Schizophrenics C8n'o~ tlt:t::u
!,eopl~ whose fear~~ pa.rti~ularly of other. people,

Q;)

and which are major causes of

hospitalization and rehospitalization. Its
therapeutic effects are only accomplished,
however, at the expense of dulling a/l the

Medicated too long, he often becomes a zombie.
At Creedmoor, we have been working increasingly with the "s ignificant other" in the

patient's life: his spouse, child, parent, fosterI

parent, hoarding home proprietor, residential

counselor or whoever. Indeed, we do not believe
in discharging patients from the hospital unless
there is such a "significant other" siBce no man,

t.o paraphrase John Donne. can long stand an
island unto himself. Working conjointly with the
patient nnd the "other" - accentuating the
positive and eliminating the negative, as the old
aong used to say - and helping patients solve
their own day to day problems. we have found
that such relationships can be helped to become
increasingly supportive and stahilizing. A. this
occurs, patients get stronger, and more capable
of tackling tasks on higher levels. As the
relationships strengthen, the need for medication faUs, and gradual dosage reduction becomes

possible. Using. these individual and conjoint
psychotherapeutic techniques, togeth,r with
supportive facilities like day centers, transitional residences and sheltered workshops, we
find that our patients gradually become human
again, able once more to love and to laugh and even to cry -

without fearing immediate

rehospitalization.
Cure does not occur overnight, but progress
does occur in stepwise fashion. Each step
forward evokes more anxiety in the patient.
Competent professionals - psychiatrists, first of
all, but also social workers, psychologist. and
nurses - help the patient to keep moving
forward, but not to bile off more than he can
chew. After the anxiety accompanying

0

new

step forward has subsided, another step' forward
is taken, also followed by a pause, to enable the
new advance to be assimilated also. Like good
parents, we learn when to warn and when Lo
urge; when to set limits nnd when to let go; when

to treat and, most important, when to let the
patient do it himself.
A key element in this program must be the
concept of continuity of carc. Without it, one has
a situation where new sets of professionals are
taking new stabs at old patients - and suph new
stabs from ever-new directions hardly help
patients. When patients and staff, doctors particularly, know each other well, and are both
pointed toward the same goal of stepwise improvement, the inevitable setbacks become far
less threatening and demoralizing to the patient.
If, on the other hand, the patient must get acquainted with new staff every time something
changes in his life, the possibility of good results
is seriously undermined.

.

Emphasizing the central importance of continllity of care in the prevention of chronicity,
Dr. Ernest H. Gruenberg, professor of psychiatry
in public health at Johns Hopkins, pointed out
over 10 years ago how "destructive patterns flOm
the past persist too frequently in amuent private
services, many university services Bnd other
prestigious places. Perhaps 'high standards' and
high staff ratios produce excessively rigid
divisions of staff and agency functions, he
suggested.
Given the "closed staff" administrative
organizations of so many such esteemed
facilities, we cun easily see how these "destructive poll ems" operate. In a facility where each
Ireatment element has its own slaff, with which
a patient must connect as he moves from one
seUing to another, it would not be unusual for a
palient to have at least four new doctors, and
slaffs, to get acquainted with, and supposedly to
place his trust in, during the relatively brief perhaps four month - period when he is at his
sickest.
The psychiatrist treating him in clinic or of·
lice would be the first. Next would be the psyII

chiatrist treating him in the inpatient unit, ad·

mission to which would have been necessitated
by his worsening condition on the outside.
Unless still another inpatient psychiatrist
assumed responsibilily when the patient moved
to a different inpatient ward or level during his,
say, two months inpatient slay, or unless a rotation of doctors occurred (which the patient
would have a one in three chance of experiencing
if rotations occurred semi-annually), his third
psychiatrist might be at the Day Hospital, to
which he might be sent for a month for a
smoother transition between in- and out-pat.ient
status. Fourth would be the psychiatrist (who
might occasionally be the first) treating him in
clinic or private office after release from
hospital.
Irrespective of how crazy the patient was upon
admission - and 8 certain level is'necessary - a
system requiring him to establish a trusting
relationship, so necessary when he is 8ic~, ~~~h

so many different individuals (while
simultaneously terminating with the
predecessor), might easily aggravate rather than
reduce his initial craziness. That aggravation
might well be intensified by the fact that each
new relationship must be established precisely
when his vulnerability is increased by a change
of level or status in relationship to the hospital,
one aspect of which is losa of the previous
therapist.
l'he fundamental importance of the d~ctor
patient bond, recognized since the time of Hippocrates; cannot help but be diluted and
trivialized by such "longitudinal
schizotherapy," which divides the patient se·
quentially in time among so many doctors.
"Simultaneous schizotherapy" is also often
seen, with a psychiatrist and relatively indepen-

dent psychologist, group therapist or other
therapist each taking responsibility for a
separat.e aspect of the patient's mind - which is
expected thereby to become reintegrated.
C:ruenllcrg also pointed. out ....how sensitive the

manifestations (of psychosis) are to the way in
which people with psychotic disorders are cared
. for,uland ho\V we ';may,require B' theory B8 t.o
why these manifestations Bce so sensitive to the
organization of p8ychiatric care!' One aspect of
such a theory may be the fact that the emotional
uncertainty to which we subject; patienls by
makiJlg them change doctors so often may be
harmful to their mental health.
Almost 20 years ago, I asked, "Do Our
Hospitals Help Make Acute Schizophrenia
Chronic?" and described several ways in which
they do. I omitted administrative arrangements
preve.nting continuity of care, If we are really
lookIng f~r .the causes of continuing
SChlZOphrel1l8 In Our chronic hospital populations, however, we might find that our psychiatric administrative arrangements whose existence we recognize easily b~t whose
~ignincnnce we consistently ignore (as we
relegule lhem to "administrators," many of
whom have never had responsibility for patient
care), moy he far more responsible than all Ihe
hiological factors so long on the verge of being
definerl.
ThiH issue muy be more important than is
mmlllly realized, inasmuch as the very process of
st IIdying' patients on short term units necessurily
inlerrupll':i their continuity of cure.

It is noteworthy that the key demonstrotions
ill this country of the central importance of continuity of care in the prevention of chronicity
were made in this department, by the same
Ernest Gruenberg, working at Hudson River
State Hospital.
Perhaps a lillie more attention to the human
needs of our patients, with administrative strllc-

tllre being determined by treatment needs,
rather t.han the reverse, as sometimes still oc-

curs, aod maybe a little less focus on the endless
quest for the ideal drug will help us treat our
putients more successfully. It might also enahle
each of us to return home at night feeling that he
had done a humane day's work with human
beings.

